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Bladder Cancer

**BSP-02.01**
Impact of Perioperative Chemotherapy Strategies on Survival and Recurrence Patterns After Robot-Assisted Radical Cystectomy for Muscle-Invasive Bladder Cancer: Results from the International Robotic Cystectomy Consortium
Umar Iqbal, United States

**BSP-02.03**
Oncological Outcomes of Pathological T0 After Robot-Assisted Radical Cystectomy: Results from the International Robotic Cystectomy Consortium
Ahmed S. Elsayed, United States

BPO/LUTS

**BSP-03.01**
Prostatic Urethral Lift Real-World Investigation Confirms Results from Controlled Trials for Non-Urinary Retention and Retention Subjects
Mark Rochester, United Kingdom

**BSP-03.02**
The OPEN WATER Trial: Aquablation in a Real-World Setting 1 Year Follow-Up
Dean Elterman, Canada

Female Urology

**BSP-04.01**
A Rare Case of Inguinal Testicular Torsion in a Female with Complete Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome
Nouha Bouayed Abdelmoula, Tunisia

**BSP-04.02**
What a Mesh! an Australian Experience Using National Female Continence Surgery Trends Over 20 Years
Aoife McVey, Australia

SIU 2020 abstracts can be viewed on SIU Academy. Please contact the Support Desk with your reference number(s) for SIU Academy/ePoster technical problems and the Scientific Programme Office with your reference number(s) for Abstract related queries.
Infections and Inflammatory Diseases

BSP-05.01
A Retrospective Study of Surgical Outcomes in Genitourinary Tuberculosis from a Teaching Hospital in a Developing Country
Naresh Kumar Kaul, India

Infertility

BSP-06.01
Comparison of Outcomes for Hypogonadal Men Treated with Intramuscular Testosterone Cypionate versus Subcutaneous Testosterone Enanthate
Edward Choi, United States

BSP-06.02
Incorporating Mental Health Screening into Routine Fertility Care
Grace Peaston, United Kingdom

BSP-06.03
Investigation of Genetic Etiology in Idiopathic Azoospermia by Next Generation Sequencing Method
Emre Bulbul, Turkey

Kidney and Ureteral Cancer

BSP-08.01
A Meta-analysis on the Impact of Positive Surgical Margins on Outcomes After Nephron Sparing Surgery for Renal Cell Carcinoma
Nizar Hakam, Lebanon

BSP-08.02
Biological Effects of Upfront Cytoreductive Nephrectomy in Metastatic Renal Cell Carcinoma
Andrew Silagy, United States

BSP-08.03
Can Incomplete Metastasectomy Impact Renal Cell Carcinoma Outcomes? A Propensity Score Matching Analysis from a Prospective Multicenter Collaboration
Charles Hesswani, Canada

BSP-08.04
Copy Number Variation (CNV) Analysis of Chromosome Using Molecular Inversion Probe: A New and Precise Way to Differentiate Oncocytic Kidney Tumours.
Md Mohsin Uddin, United Kingdom

SIU 2020 abstracts can be viewed on SIU Academy. Please contact the Support Desk with your reference number(s) for SIU Academy/ePoster technical problems and the Scientific Programme Office with your reference number(s) for Abstract related queries.
BSP-08.06
Review of a Virtual Clinic for Routine Follow up of Patients on Surveillance Imaging Post Nephrectomy and Nephroureterectomy
Lisa Bibby, United Kingdom

Minimally Invasive Surgery/Robotics

BSP-09.01
The Technical Modifications that allow the use of Intraoperative Cell Salvage in Transurethral Surgery
Bellamy Brodie, United Kingdom

Miscellaneous

BSP-10.01
YouTube Videos as Patient Education Tools for Prostate Cancer Treatment Options: An Assessment of Video Quality
Alexander Light, United Kingdom

Pediatric Urology

BSP-11.01
Does Sacral Ratio Have Impact on Success Rate of Biofeedback Therapy in Children with Voiding Dysfunction?
Behnam Nabavizadeh, Iran

BSP-11.02
Early Warning Parameters for the Development of Chronic Kidney Disease in Children with Posterior Urethral Valves
Ravi Banthia, India

BSP-11.03
Effects of Transcutaneous Interferential Electrical Stimulation on Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms in Children
Behnam Nabavizadeh, Iran

Prostate Cancer

BSP-12.02
Cardiovascular Safety of Abiraterone Compared to Enzalutamide in Metastatic Castration-Resistant Prostate Cancer: Population-Based Study
Jason Hu, Canada
**BSP-12.03**
Comparing Hybrid PSMA PET MRI and Prostate Biopsy Histopathology in Presumed Localised Prostate Cancer
Arsalan Tariq, Australia

**BSP-12.04**
Differences in Testosterone Suppression for in Situ Gel vs Microsphere Delivered Leuprolide Acetate – An Analysis of US Clinical Data
Jason M. Hafron, United States

**BSP-12.05**
Does Active Surveillance Avoid Over-Treatment in Prostate Cancer? Lessons Learned from Salvage Radical Prostatectomies
Gavin Wei, Australia

**BSP-12.08**
Local Therapy to the Primary Tumor for Newly Diagnosed Oligo-Metastatic Prostate Cancer: A Prospective Randomized, Phase 2, Open-Label Trial
Juny Zhang, China

**BSP-12.09**
Natural History of Patients Discharged with a Negative Prostatic mpMRI. Medium Term Follow-Up from a High-Volume Prostate Diagnostic Clinic
Ibifuro Dokubo, United Kingdom

**BSP-12.10**
Overall and Clinically Significant Prostate Cancer Detection Rate Is Higher Using Ultrasound-MRI Fusion Biopsy than Cognitive MRI Guided Biopsy: A Head-To-Head Randomized Clinical Trial
Farshad Gholipour, Iran

**BSP-12.11**
Pathological Upgrading in Prostate Cancer: Is There a Difference Between Systematic, Cognitive Fusion and In-bore Prostate Biopsy?
Mert Kilic, Turkey

**BSP-12.12**
Reclassification of Overlapping Systematic Cores on MRI Target Lesions - Implications on the Detection Rate of Non-Targeted Systematic Biopsy and a Case for Focal Saturation of Target Lesions
Alvin Lee, Singapore

**Reconstruction**

**BSP-13.01**
Hand-Sewn or Stapled? a Single Institution Experience on Bowel Anastomosis in Reconstructive Urologic Procedures
Timothy Juwono, United States

SIU 2020 abstracts can be viewed on SIU Academy. Please contact the Support Desk with your reference number(s) for SIU Academy/ePoster technical problems and the Scientific Programme Office with your reference number(s) for Abstract related queries.
BSP-13.02
Multi-Institutional Review of Incontinence Rates Following Dorsal Onlay Urethroplasty for Radiation-Induced Urethral Strictures
Connor Policastro, United States

BSP-13.03
Next Generation DNA Sequencing Detects Microorganisms More Promptly than Conventional Culture in Infected Urologic Prosthetics
Erica Mann, United States

BSP-13.04
Onlay Pedicled Skin Flap Versus One Staged Inlay Buccal Mucosal Graft Urethroplasty in Repair of Penile Urethral Stricture: A Prospective Randomized Study
Khalid Sayedahmed, Egypt

BSP-13.05
Urethral Lengthening Using Labia Minora Flaps in Total Phalloplasty for Transmen
Borko Stojanovic, Serbia

Sexual Dysfunction

BSP-14.01
Orgasmic Dysfunction after Robot-Assisted Radical Prostatectomy: A Survey of Patient and Partner Outcomes
Farouk El-Khatib, United States

Stones

BSP-15.02
High Recurrence Rate at 5-Year Follow up in Children After Upper Urinary Tract Stone Surgery
Aisha Hasan, Pakistan

Training and Education

BSP-16.01
A Novel Protocol for Training Urology Residents in Laproscopic Donor Nephrectomy: Effective Way of Learning with Minimal Complications
Tejas Mistry, India

Voiding Dysfunction

BSP-17.01
Changes in Urinary Continence after Radical Prostatectomy: A Registry-Based Study
Eric Starra, Australia
BSP-17.02
Translation and Cultural Adaptation of SF Qualiveen Questionnaire in Greek
Charalampos Konstantinidis, Greece
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Minimally Invasive Surgery/Robotics

**BVP-01.01**
Bladder Folding Following Robotic Assisted Radical Prostatectomy (RARP) Reduces Symptomatic Lymphocele Formation: Modification of Technique and Results
Danielle Clyde, United Kingdom

**BVP-01.02**
Post-Radio Recurrent Invasive Bladder Cancer: The Benefits of Robotic Surgery
Daanesh Huned, Singapore

Basic Science - Benign Diseases

**BVP-02.01**
Revision Vaginoplasty with Robotic Assistance for Obliterated Neovagina
Dmitry Nikolavsky, United States